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SUMMARY

The temperature distribution in snow subjected to gamma radiation
from an operating nuclear reactor is analyzed mathematically, assum
ing that the effect of radiation is equivalent to a continuous heat source,
the intensity of which is a function of the radial distance from the
reactor. Steady-state solutions are derived for two cases: when the
radial distance is 13 ft and when it is 19-1 ft. The results indicate
that the temperature of the snow in certain regions in the several feet
immediately below the foundation will exceed the design limit of 20F.

Increasing the shielding of the reactor will reduce the intensity of
the radiation and snow temperature. Other possible ways to reduce
the snow temperature include the use of refrigeration coils and the
forcing of the atmospheric air through the snow.
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The object of this preliminary calculation is to obtain a temperature distribution
through snow subject to gamma ray radiation from an operating nuclear reactor. The
effect of the radiation can be considered as equivalent to the presence of a continuous
heat source with its strength specified as a function of radial distance from the ra->
diation source (reactor). The physical situation can be represented by

div[k gradT] +W(r) =Cpp|| 4 (1)

where W(r) is the heat generation due to radiation, T is temperature, and 0 is time.
For snow, the physical properties,specific heat Cp, density p, and thermal conducti
vity k, are all functions of depth.

The presence of the reactor would tend to increase the temperature of the snow
and would eventually lead to a steady-state condition provided phase change does not
take place. The temperature of the snow at any point and time will never exceed its
corresponding steady-state value. In other words, the steady-state condition prov-
vides a maximum temperature limit. Furthermore, the elimination of the time vari
able simplifies the mathematical manipulation. For these reasons, we seek the
steady-state solution.

The thermal conductivity of snow, k, has been found to be dependent on the den
sity, which, in turn, is a function of depth. Since the density of snow increases
monotonically with depth, its thermal conductivity has a minimum value at the sur
face. For simplification, k is treated as a. constant and assigned this minimum value.

Under these conditions, eq 1 reduces to ,

' V'T+^o. • (2,

The boundary conditions are: T = T at r = a
s

T -— T^ as r—»oo.

T_s is the surface temperature, Too is the temperature at infinite depth, and r is
the radial distance from the center of the reactor.

The numerical values of the constants are assumed in this case as:

Ts = 20F

Too= -11F

Density of snow at 13 ft below surface = 0. 54 g/cm3 = 33. 7 lb/ft3

k = 14.2xl0-4 cal/cm-sec-C* = . 3435 BTU/ft-hr-F

W(r) = B exp [-A(r-a) ] BTU/hr-ft3 (where r is expressed in ft. )

B = 0.996**

a = 13 ft (for case 1)

a = Vl32 + 142 = 19.1 ft (for case 2)
A = 0.4278.

*From SIPRE Report 4: Review of the properties of snow and ice, by University of
Minnesota (1951), Ch. V, p. 54, Table I (Van Dusen's-compilation).

**This value supplied by Alco Products, Inc. See AP Note 172.
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From eq 2, we have

.2 9T
r2 9r 9r ="i7W(r)= ^exp[-A(r -a)]

By integration we obtain

r* 5T = B
8'r k

2r

A~- + A* + A* exp [-A(r - a)] +.K1

3r" =k A exp i "A(r " a>J +kA2r" exP L"A(r " a)] +^3 72 exp [-A(r - a)] +dr k A ^ I ~Vi ~'J x kA2r

Further integration gives

T+K^-^expE-Afr-a)] ~^+^ f\

(3)

1 +
Ar

exp [ -A(r - a] dr . (4)

Kx and K2 are constants of integration determined by applying the boundary conditions.
These are:

T\_ + K, =
2 kA2- ^ r

00 1

/7 1 + A"r exp [ -A(r - a)]dr

T; + K
. B Kj
kA2" " a

This gives

7 "R
K2 = T^+e£r (|>(oo)

00 kA'

K, = -a kj?" '+EF ♦«+(*,- TJ

where

T =

r° 1 r ll(j,(oo) = J - 1 + — exp [-A(r - a)] dr.
a L J

The temperature distribution becomes

2B

kA2 4>W
B 2B

kA2 +_kA* ^ + <Ts " Too )

where

*(r) = /

For case (l)

a = 13

1+ Ai
exp [ -A(r - a)] dr.

0. 996B

kA2" " (0. 3435) (0.4278)2
15. 84

-j^2 exp [-A(r - a)] +^ <|>(r).

(5)

(6)

(7)
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cj,(o4 = f (I/r) 1+x; exp [-A(r - a) ]dr
13 L J.

= 0.1484 (by numerical integration)

Numerical values of c)>(r) have also been evaluated and are given in Table I.

By substituting the numerical values in eq 7, temperature distribution for
case 1 is obtained (Fig. 1).

Eq 7 can be simplified. For (r - a) > 5, exp [-A(r'r a)]-* 0, and cj>(r)^ <\>{<x)
This gives ,

T - T =-[— +— 4(oo) +(T - T )
°° r LkA2 kA1 ^ ' cs 00

(8)

Figure 1 shows that this expression gives excellent approximation for (r - a) > 5 ft.
Temperature distribution for case 2 has also been evaluated, although the values

of <\>(r) are not the same in these two cases. However, because of the similarity of
these two integrals and also the fact that cj>(r) is a rather weak term in the temperature
distribution expression (for example, the numerical values of B/kA2 , 2B/kA , <j>(°o),
and (T - T Vin eq 7 are 15. 84, 4. 5 and 31 respectively), the values of <|>(r) of the first

s . oo'
case were used for the evaluation of temperature in the second case. The results are
shown in Figure 2.

From the results obtained, we conclude that the temperature of snow in certain
regions will exceed the design limit (20F). However, this overheated region is con
fined to the first several feet immediately.below the foundation.

Increasing the shield of the reactor wiHreduce the intensity of radiation and
thus the snow temperature. The decrease of snow temperature, however, is not
linearly proportional to the increase of shield. This can be easily verified from eq 7.

Other possible remedies are: (a) installation of refrigeration coils- this seems
to be feasible since the temperature exceeds the limit only in the region immediately
below the foundation; and (b) reduction of temperature by forcing atmospheric air
through the snow. >

Table I. Numerical values of <j>(r), case 1.

<" =/t[i+eAr

A = 0.

r - a

. 0

1

2

5

10

4278

exp [ -A (r - a) ] dr

a = 13.

<|>(r)

0

0 0663

0 1026

0 1399
0 1472

0 1484
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SOLUTION GIVEN BYEq7

APPROX SOLUTION BY Eq 8

Figure 1. Temperature distribution through snow (case 1)

Figure 2. Temperature distribution through snow (case 2),
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